SALMON FISHING IN NAMSEN AND ROEBUCK HUNTING
Roebuck trophy hunting in Vikna combined with salmon fishing in
Namsen is a great experience providing you with life-long memories
in a fresh and pure nature. Namdalen is the lung of Europe.
The river Namsen is one of the best sport fishing rivers in the word
and contains unique salmon of considerable size eligible for fishing.
Namsen has a position among the top 5 salmon rivers in the world
when it comes to the amount of salmon in the river and the total
weight of the salmon being caught. Every year we catch salmon
larger than 10, 15, and 20 kilos. Every day we observe and catch
salmon. Shortly after being caught, the salmon is unhooked and
carefully returned to the water.
In Vikna, Jøa, or Leka there is a large roe deer population spread
among lakes, ponds, bays, valleys, and mountains with sparse vegetation. In this area, spotting the roebuck at long distance is easy.
The roebucks are big (20-25 kilos), many of them have golden
antlers, and the hunter’s trophies are often between 300 and 500
grams.
This package includes the following: All transport/rental car, full
board accommodation in single rooms, practical shooting training
with weapons and Norwegian hunting proficiency for big game
hunters certificate, borrowing of weapons and ammunition, one roebuck per hunter, hunting and fishing guides, one event in Vikna and
one event in Grong.
Number of guests per group: 4-8 persons.
Time and length of stay: Seven days in the period ranging from August 9th to September 15th.
PROGRAM
Day 1. We pick you up at Trondheim Airport Værnes. Check in at
Namsentunet. Simple lunch before we start rifle shooting training at
Solum Shooting Range for 3 hours. Dinner together at Namsentunet. Socialisation and relaxation combined with information about
the stay (photos/videos) and hunting/fishing tales.
Day 2. Group 1: Land and boat salmon fishing in Namsen accompanied by guides. Two four-hour sessions.
Group 2: Shooting training at Solum Shooting Range. Norwegian hunting proficiency for big game hunters exam, resulting in a
hunting certificate being awarded. Lunch together with group 1 before departing for Vikna. Hunting in Vikna in the afternoon.
Group 1: Shooting training, exam, and certificate at Solum
Shooting Range in the evening.
Days 3 and 5. Group 1/2: Salmon fishing in Namsen.
Group 2/1: Roe deer hunting in Vikna.
Events for both groups in either Grong or Vikna on days 3 and 5.

Day 4. Group 2: Last hunting session in Vikna before departing for
Grong after lunch. One salmon fishing session in Namsen upon arrival in Grong.
Group 1: Short fishing session in Namsen before departing
to Vikna. Joint lunch in Vikna. Hunting session in the evening.
Day 6. Group 1: Two hunting sessions in Vikna before departure for
Grong. Joint dinner in Grong.
Group 2: Two fishing sessions in Namsen.
Joint dinner and socialising in the company of the hosts.
Day 7. Breakfast. Check out. Departure for Trondheim Airport
Værnes.
The hosts say goodbye to the guests.
Meal schedule:
Breakfast: 7 am – 8 am
Lunch: 1 pm / 2 pm
Dinner: 8 pm / 9 pm
Hunting/fishing times:
Session 1: 8 am – 1 pm
Session 2: 3 pm – 8 pm

